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“You cannot get through a single day
without having an impact on the world
around you. What you do makes a
difference, and you have to decide what
kind of difference you want to make”
Jane Goodall
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Who is DAN Europe
DAN Europe (Divers Alert Network Europe) is an international non-pro t medical and research
organization dedicated to the safety and health of divers.
Founded in 1983, DAN Europe exists to provide expert information and advice for the bene t of
its members and the diving public.
DAN Europe’s vision is to be the most recognized and trusted organization worldwide in the
elds of diver safety and emergency services, health, research, and education by its members,
instructors, supporters and diving community
DAN EUROPE COUNTS WITH MORE THAN 100,000 MEMBERS
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OUR PLANET,
OUR MOTIVATION
Recent global environmental changes suggest that Earth may have entered a new
human-dominated geological epoch: the Anthropocene, which refers to the period
during which humans have had a substantial impact on our planet (Simon L. Lewis
& Mark A. Maslin, 2015). We now know that humans are in uencing not only
dramatically affecting Earth landscapes but also the health of our oceans, delicate
ecosystems and the future of our own existence.
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PAST
DECISIONS
ARE
SHAPING
OUR
PRESENT

Since the beginning of the industrial
revolution, CO2 levels are steadily increasing in
the atmosphere, trapping the sun energy thus
elevating Earth average temperature. It’s only
during the last 30 years that we are noticing
such a change in weather patterns. This is
because until now our Oceans have been
absorbing residual CO2 man made produced.
Our Oceans have now reached a saturation
level, when they can no longer absorbed CO2,
thus turning weather into mayhem in certain
areas of our planet. Ocean acidi cation and
increase in water temperature among other
factors are destroying the world’s oldest and
most precious ecosystems of all: coral reefs.
(https://cleantechnica.com/2020/10/26/we-mustprotect-coral-reefs-with-conservationinnovation-technology/)
Plastic components had made human life
much easier since the end of the WWII. Since
then, life has become gradually harder for
marine life due to plastic trash in our Oceans.
We a r e r e c e n t l y l e a r n i n g t h e d a r e
consequences of our actions.
Plastics over time degrade into micro-plastics
in the water (pieces of 5mm or less). Currently
we have no solution to extract this chemical
compound from the vast expansion of our
Oceans. We are simply witnessing how it
enters daily into our food chain: sh and other
marine animals.
The wonder of our outstanding oceans, that
cover 70% of our planet surface, became a
worldwide sensation with scientist and explore
Jacques Yves Cousteau. Many of us who are
part of the world of scuba diving, still
remember his primiti ve but incredible
underwater images as he cruised our oceans
with his world-wide known boat Calypso. In
the 1960’s Space and Oceans, became the last
frontiers of exploration for humans.
Thrilled by the very same wonders and
incredibly colorful marine ecosystems rst
shown by Cousteau, millions of humans begun
to scuba dive fostering the growth of the
industry. A handful of companies begun to
make a living providing certi cations, products
and services to scuba divers. DAN Europe is
among the rst organizations to lead this
industry, in existence since 1983.
At the same time scuba diving became a
recreational water sport, plastic also begun to
litter our Oceans. It hasn’t stopped ever since.
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Current choices will determine our future
We need to take action now
If we do nothing, letting CO2 levels to
continue rising and plastics to litter our
oceans, by 2050 most coral systems in our
Oceans will be gone. There will be more
pieces of plastic in our Oceans that marine life
that exist on them. Scuba divers will no longer
nd any of the of the wonders shown by
Cousteau or still in existence nowadays. Fish
stocks will decline to unsustainable levels
worldwide, thus destroying all economic
activities depending from this industry.
Weather patterns will become even more
unpredictable. Microplastics will be as
abundant as sand in our beaches.

Almost forty years ago, DAN Europe begun
leading the industry keeping divers safe while
scuba diving. As we continue to pursue our
mission, we are now asking you to participate
in a major initiative, never tackled before at
this scale in the scuba diving industry.
Through our EuropeanTour, we intend to
promote sustainable lifestyle and corporate
responsibility, to contribute keeping our
Oceans healthy, upon which our economies,
human health and own existence depend. Join
us in the development of DAN Europe
Sustainable Tour.
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Tour objetives & outcomes
By traveling 11.500 km across Europe with a an electric vehicle,
making strategic visits to companies, partners and policy makers,
we want to achieve the following objectives.

SOCIAL OBJECTIVES
Promote Sustainable Lifestyle
and mobility to European
citizens, with a sensitive
approach to the younger
generations.

BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
Promote businesses already
working on sustainable
products or services.

LEGISLATIVE OBJECTIVES
Visit public and private
organisms leading European
sustainable movements and
policy making.
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NORWAY
FINLAND

RUSSIA
SWEDEN
ESTONIA
LATVIA
DENMARK

LITHUANIA
POLAND

THE NETHERLANDS

GERMANY

BELGIUM

SWITZERLAND

AUSTRIA

ITALY

Itinerary
11.500 km
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The team
Two DAN Europe Ambassadors, accustomed to work together both in their
private and professional lives, compose a hard-working team with strong
communicational skills.They are the living example of people who set goals
and achieve them, through a combination of carefully drafted strategies,
problem solving and strong will, driven by passion.
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Alana Alvarez
A DAN Europe Ambassador since 2018, Alana
shines through her buoyant personality. With an
academic background in Pharmacy, she has the
right set of people skills to manage and
promote positive change in teams. An avid
scuba diver, she has been featured in scuba
films while working for Tourism Boards
across Europe. With a huge passion for the
environment, she is building an academic
knowledge in the relationship between Tourism
destinations and Sustainable practices.
Alana strongly believes that the sum of positive
actions made by each one of us, is what
produces powerful positive changes in societies.
alanagabriella
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Manuel Bustelo
A DAN Europe Ambassador since 2018, Manuel
carries the right mix of academic and practical
background in International Business
Development, Sustainable Practices & indepth knowledge of the outdoor industry. He
holds a Bachelor in International Relations &
MBA from Solvay Business School. He has
developed a career in the private sector, working
and advising private companies in Marketing &
Communications in America & Europe. For
the last 20 years, he has been chosen as an
Ambassador by a good number of outdoor
manufacturers, scuba associations and electric
mobility brands. An avid & skilled
adventurer, he holds the record of riding
downhill on mountain bike from almost
7000 m in 3 Volcanos situated on the Atacama
Desert (Chile/ Argentina). He’s been the first
person to tour Andaluc a 8 provinces in an
electric bike. Manuel successfully completed
a 4 electric vehicles road trip from London
to Nordkapp (Norway) – return trip. Manuel
has been featured in a large quantity of films,
from mountain biking & scuba diving
around the world to riding electric
vehicles in Europe.
manubustelo
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